ABOUT FORSTU

FORSTU is an Online Scholarship Platform Connecting Scholarship Providers and Scholarship Seekers. Currently, we have reached till 4000+ Students and Impacted Lives of more than 500+ Students with Scholarship Fund. Facilitated more than 1Cr in less than an year. We are helping Students with different type of Scholarships like Merit Based Scholarship, Income Based Scholarships, Crisis Based Scholarships, Sports Scholarships, etc.

Eligibility Criteria

- Annual Income should be less than 2 Lakh INR
- Family Should hold Ration Card. Only AAH/PHH Ration Card Holders are allowed
- College Fees Should not exceed more than Rs 1,50,000
- Last 3 Months Electricity Bill Consumption Should be less than 600 Units (200 Units per month)

Scholarship Funds will be given in the form of Demand Draft in the favour of the Institute. Demand Drafted will be handed over to Student.

Scholarship Process may range from April-June

Scholarship Amount will be between 70-100% of College Fees not more than 1.5 Lakh INR as per the Fees Structure.

Scholarship Amount will be given for Academic Year 2022-23

How to Apply ?

1. Register on FORSTU Website www.forstu.co/vjti
2. Complete the Profile. Fill Personal Details, Family Details, Address Details, Bank Details, Educational Details, Class 10,12 Details
3. Click on Active Scholarships
4. Click on FORSTU Student2Scholar Scholarship
5. Click on Apply Now

Note

1. Scholarship Funds will be given in the form of Demand Draft in the favour of the Institute. Demand Drafted will be handed over to Student.
2. Scholarship Process may range from April-June
3. Scholarship Amount will be between 70-100% of College Fees not more than 1.5 Lakh INR as per the Fees Structure.
4. Scholarship Amount will be given for Academic Year 2022-23

CONTACT US
+91 77570 39556
www.forstu.co

OFFICE ADDRESS
Mauji Spaces, 11, Sahajeevan Society ICS Colony, Bhoslenagar, Ashok Nagar, Pune, Maharashtra 411007